Abstract. This paper is dedicated to employ novel technique of deep learning for machines failures prediction. General idea of how to transform sensor data into suitable data set for prediction is presented. Then, neural network architecture that is very successful in solving such problems is derived. Finally, we present a case study for real industrial data of a gas turbine, including results of the experiments.
Introduction
One of key goals in production management is to maintain production line in service.
Failures of machines in production lines can result in huge loss caused by not sucient total production, waste of semi-products etc. It is one of main reasons why companies are interested in continuous improvements in their maintenance managements. The key feature is that sometimes it may cost less to make occasionally an unnecessary change of parts or perform some additional tests, rather than stop production for a longer time. In general, there are four main approaches to maintenance: Run-to-Failure (R2F): in this approach any actions are performed after failure of some machine occurs. This is clearly the simplest possible approach. It is not obvious; however, that it is the cheapest one. First of all, it may generate high costs of production stop. Second thing is that unexpected failure can destroy some other parts of the machine, which in the process of well directed maintenance could be saved. On the other hand, there are types of problems where not much can be done before failure occurs;
Preventive Maintenance (PvM): in this approach maintenance actions are conducted according to some general schedule, based on expected lifetime of parts.
This approach is based much more on statistical knowledge about machine and its parts, than everyday observation. Of course, when one part is replaced following the schedule, some additional parts might be replaced, if they are noticeably worn out;
Condition-based monitoring (CBM): in this approach, condition of the machinery is estimated based on sensor data (c.f. [1] ). This is not limited to the sensors already available on the machine, but also includes complementary sensors, e.g. vibration, acoustic or oil analyses [2] . In this approach it is possible to quickly detect the failure in its early stage but it does not give any time to prepare for it.
Predictive Maintenance (PdM): in this approach, sensor measurements and knowledge about historical behavior of the machine are used in real time to predict necessary replacement of parts. In other words, we try to predict a failure before it occurs. For that purpose the holistic analysis of the data from the whole installation also adds signicant value as some of the failures have its germs in other parts of the process and cannot be observed only by analyzing sensor data from the particular machine.
In recent years high development in electronics which resulted in huge increase of data related to performance and control of machines could be observed. That includes both the steering type data but also sensor data from the machinery built-in sensors or from complementary condition-based monitoring sensors. In PdM one of the goals is to successfully employ this data for prediction of oncoming failure. This data can be also used for assessment of degradation state of parts and better estimation of failure probability in PvM approach [3] .
Motivation for the present research comes from partnership with a large chemical company which indicated a problem of a gas turbine repeatedly reaching high vibrations. Such vibrations succeeded in multiple emergency stops done by the vibrodiagnostics condition monitoring systems, as otherwise the turbine can be damaged.
As the production process is strictly linear, each turbine downtime caused outage of the whole production, hence causing huge nancial losses. A possible solution is to predict incoming problem of unusual vibrations. Such preventive alert enables operator to slightly decrease the turbine load in prior to the oncoming failure, stabilizing the vibrations in advance. Then, after short time period, turbine can safely reach its regular eciency. In this paper we present a possible solution to obtain this goal. We employ some modern tools to test this approach in practice and compare its eciency with some other standard tools that can be used. It is dicult to decide on best solution to the classication problem as a whole.
A huge number of dierent methods were developed during last decade, and which method works best depends largely on the nature of the data (e.g. see [4, 5, 6, 7] ).
It seems however, that for data with any internal structure, the best option available presently are convolutional neural networks (CNN for short). Their development can be depicted on the example of the classication of images and the Imagenet LSVRC competition. Since 2012, when AlexNet [8] was introduced, CNNs win year by year [9] . Results are signicantly better each time, achieving superhuman performance in 2015 [10] and top 5 error below 3% in 2016 (cf. LSVRC results published annually in the internet). The main feature of CNNs is that they use relationships between neighboring variables (adjacent pixels in case of image analysis) and it turned out that features learned by most recent CNN architectures are better than all other proposed in the computer vision. The lowest layers usually detect edges and some other simple motifs, more and more complex features are detected by consecutive layers. In the case of time series, usually the relationship between variables is more complex and there is no method to stack them against each other. However we aim to show that the use of two-dimensional convolutional lters still can give very satisfactory result.
In our study we have decided to use one-dimensional lters that work on the values of a given variable at the moment and at its closest history. This approach is based on the assumption that similar features should be relevant to many variables, but instead of looking for them by statistical tools, we use convolutional networks to detect these features for us in the learning process.
Model concept and considered architectures
There are several dierent concepts that can be used for dealing with PdM problems (e.g. see [11] ). In our work we will focus on a particular one and solve it using a few dierent tools for classication of data. By standard approach to machine learning we assume that we have some number of observations, which compose a data set
where n should be large. For our problem we may assume that machine is working continuously until it breaks, then is stopped and repaired. But it is not visible directly in the time series because during period of stopping the sensors measurements are not recorded. We only have a time-stamp that at some moment failure occurred. Each X i represents a response of sensors which are real numbers in some range, that is each X i ∈ R p . Clearly p is in practice much larger than the number of sensors, since each sensor can measure more than one parameter (e.g. temperature and humidity). Output parameter Y i relates measurement of sensors with present state of the machine. In our approach we consider two possible states faulty: F and not faulty: NF. State F means that there were some problems with the machine. In some cases it was stopped and repaired, but other possibility is that some preventive control took place, and while the machine was not stopped itself, production was halted for a while. Since we want to prevent bad behavior of the machine, we adopt suggestion of [11] and mark as F not only the last moment when
the failure took place, but also last k records preceding the failure. Size k depends on the time horizon which we want to take into account in prediction.
As we see, we transformed prediction problem to a binary classication problem.
We have to assign X i to proper class Y i ∈ {F, N F }, possibly using some history window X i−m , X i−m+1 , . . . , X i .
Two benchmark classiers
In the paper we want to judge eciency of deep neural networks in our problem, so we need some benchmark methods as a check of performance. We focus on the following two methodologies, which were quite successful in previous years.
Random forest is one of the basic ensemble methods. It is using pre-specied number of decision trees of the same maximal depth. Trees are build on randomly selected variables and records from original data set. New examples are classied by vote counting from all of them. Random forest is ensemble of weak classiers which is proven to be fast to learn and evaluate and is a good classier if trees are suciently diverse (see [12] for more details).
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is a model consisted of a lot of weak classiers, also decision tress. Dierence between XGBoost and random forest lies in the way of construction of new trees. They are created consecutively using special cost function. It puts more weights on previously misclassied examples and also punish more complicated trees. Additionally implementation of learning algorithm is optimized so it can run very fast on large data sets. Since its release in 2015 it was highly competitive and won a lot of machine learning competitions (e.g. see [13] ).
Deep Neural Networks
The most important element of ANN approach is selection of correct network architecture. In our approach we decided to use convolutional layers, since networks with such structure were successful previously in data classication problems [8, 10] . This approach took inspiration from study of visual cortex of brain presented by Hubel and
Wiesel [14] . Application of this type of networks in the analysis of multidimensional time series was presented before [15, 16] , but is not that much common in literature because of the popularity of recurrent neural networks for time-series predictions. The main dierence between chosen approach and basic standard layers (e.g. in standard MLP network) is that neurons in convolutional layer are not connected with all neurons from previous layer, but only to small block of neurons. In some sense we may view such a layer as a set of lters, which depends only on a small neighborhood of a neuron when passing data to next layer. It relies on the assumption that if ltering recognizes a pattern properly at some part of the space, then it should work the same well in other peaces (neighborhoods of other neurons). Table 1 . General architecture of our networks.
Convolutional neural networks are broadly used because of their ability to learn increasingly complex features in consecutive layers [17] .
Assume that our data (one time step) has n 1-dimensional sensors and that the time interval of prediction is at least m time steps (e.g. if we collect data every minute and want to feed the network with history of 5 minutes we set m = 5). Then the input data of our network has dimension m × n, consisting of m consecutive (in time) recordings of n sensors. This input can also be viewed as 1 × m × n cube (of depth 1), which will simplify out notation. Now we have to decide the size and number of lters, which will inuence the architecture of all further layers. Since ordering of sensors in our data set is in a sense random, we believe that lter should not compare records of neighboring sensors.
However, it should denitely take into account neighboring (in time) measurements. Therefore lter applied in rst layer will have dimension 1 × 3 × 1. We will use at this point 4 lters with stride 1 × 1 × 1 and padding 0 × 1 × 0, therefore input to the second layer will have dimension 4 × m × n. In other words, we do not reduce the size of data matrix m × n but test a few dierent lters (this will apply to all convolutional layers we build). Filter applied in the second layer will have the same dimension on data 3 × 1, but will take into account all 4 values returned by ltering of rst layer. Therefore lter window for second layer will have dimension 4 × 3 × 1 and the same stride and padding as before, which will result in layer three of size 4 × m × n. In total we will consider 9 convolutional layers, with dimensions presented in Table 1 . 
Combined approach
Instead of using single ANN, we can also use some hybrid approach which relies on outputs of a few dierent ANNs which we nd most eective. We consider m classiers, together with score
where C F j (X i ) is response (probability of the classication to class F ) of j-th classier on data X. Hence, we obtain weighted probability of all classiers. If sc F > 0.5 then we classify X as F and as NF otherwise. As we will see, it can have positive eect on decrease of classication mismatch. Such approach was reported previously as successful in most of competitions (see [10] ) and as we will see, it is also the case here.
Experimental results

Data set description
Whole data set D was divided into three parts: training D t , validation D v and test set D f . In order to avoid the problem of predicting the past with the future , set D t consisted of the data from the rst half of the period collected in D, records of D v came from the third quarter and records in the last 25% of records of D were included in D f . More precisely, 204000 of records in D were divided into 102500 records in D t , 51000 records in D v and 50500 records in D f .
As we can see in Table 2 , collected data was extremely unbalanced, when classes F and NF were considered. Concrete numbers are presented in Table 2 . Such a situation is very common in maintenance problems and its explanation is easy to guess. Simply, operators of the machine associate avoiding fault the highest priority, together with the fact that all parts of the machine are of very high quality so failure by solely machine part failure is very rare as well (it is rather a combination of unexpected behavior of the machine and unexpected, above average part worn out). This causes many practical problems, since the proportion of records between classes is around 1/1000.
Then we cannot simply consider number of bad classications as the main indicator in training process, because even if all classications of F event were wrong, it can Accepted, unedited articles published online and citable. The final edited and typeset version of record will appear in future 
where y ∈ {0, 1} is classication assigned to sample (1 denotes class F ),ŷ ∈ [0, 1] is value returned by ANN for that sample understood as the probability of a sample belonging to F, and α F , α N F are weights representing cost of misclassication of each class. In our approach, we dene them as diverted proportions of number of examples from class, that is α F = #N F/#D t and α N F = 1 − α F .
Parameters and algorithms
Random forest was calculated using scikit-learn 0.18. Model which achieved the best result has 200 trees with maximal depth equal to 3. For XGBoost we used xgboost package for python. Model was composed of 200 trees of maximal depth equal to 2.
We set learning rate to 0.009 and λ for L2 regularization equal to 0.4. Both models also assigned high weights to class F , equal to number of results in N F class divided by number of results in F class. In our tests, constructed ANNs were always trained on records from set D t , and the process was interrupted when the loss function calculated on the validation set was not improved for a certain number of epochs (early stopping). Networks were trained with GPUs using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with nesterov momentum. Weights from network with best result on validation set D v were selected for nal model (we will comment on this later). Each network was trained for 10,000 epochs, where one epoch is number of iterations necessary to run through whole training set. Learning procedure was stopped when there was no improvement in value of lost function in 100 consecutive epochs. One of training objectives was to accelerate learning process and to make results more stable, because direct application of (SGD) resulted in less than 30% of attempts with good result on records in validation set D v . It was mainly due to the fact that most of trainings did not converge to the optimal weights.
First method that signicantly sped up learning process was batch normalization [18] . This approach enables using higher learning rates and in consequence neural network much faster nds a solution. Unfortunately, even with batch normalization,
training time was too long and without any guarantee of good stable results. To resolve this problem, alternative optimization procedures [19] were examined and as was suggested in literature, method adadelta from [20] was usually the best choice, since we observed that in practice this method requires much less epochs to converge than the others. Another important element was to stabilize training in such a way that most of results of learning with the same starting architecture will achieve similar results on validation set. First step was to improve initialization of weights. We decided to use approach proposed in [21] , to initialize them from Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation equal to √ 2/ √ n i , where n i is the number of neurons in ith layer. This initialization is more suitable for ReLU activation function. For PReLU activation we took weights from normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation equal to √ 2/ (1 + α 2 )n i . Finally, to decrease overtting, L2 regularization was used. By standard, it was obtained by adding norm of vector of all weights in network multiplied by properly selected factor (see [19] for more details).
Results of considered models on data set
In what follows we will present results of considered classiers on validation and test by showing misclassication table of the best classiers in each group. Additionally, we will calculate the following benchmark function which will help us to improve results comparison:
where β F = #N F/#F and x M F is the number of records F classied as N F , and x M N F is the number of records N F classied as F . Motivation of coecient β F is to weigh both misclassications equally (i.e. classiers returning always 1 or 0 reach the same error level). We use this score also to select best model on D v . Note that formula for these functions is dierent for data sets D v and D f , that is:
Results for XGBoost and Random Forest are presented in Table 3 . Some research suggests that a good choice for time series can be LSTM networks. While they seem good choice for time-series prediction, we were unable to make it work suciently well in considered problems. As an example of these issues, we present in Table 4 results obtained for 3-layer GRU network with 256 neurons and L2 regularization. As we can see the results are not any better compared to XGBoost or Random Forest.
By this reason we decided to focus on convolutional networks, which were reported as good classiers.
It is fair to mention here that there are some other functions known from the literature that could be used instead of function S (e.g. see [22] for some possibilities). The advantage of function S is that it highly prefers decrease of F misclassication, while also has some sensitivity on decrease in N F misclassication. Such choice is Table 4 . Results for GRU network.
highly connected with out problem, when we have to decrease bad classications of F at all cost, and at the same time try to decrease bad classications of N F when possible.
Next we present results for considered architecture of ANN (with convolutional layers) for dierent values of parameter λ in L2 regularization and ReLU or PReLU activation functions. We consider 6 dierent approaches to ANN learning as presented in Table 5 . We trained 30 dierent networks. The number of networks with scores on D v better than XGBoost is presented in the last column of Accepted, unedited articles published online and citable. The final edited and typeset version of record will appear in future Table 7 . Results for ensembles of ANNs of type as in Table 5 .
Accepted, unedited articles published online and citable. The final edited and typeset version of record will appear in future It is evident in Table 6 that single networks are very sensitive with respect to function S. It may happen (and is visible in the Table) that best function on D v can perform quite badly on D f , sometimes even below the benchmark performance of other methods in Table 3 . It provides a motivation for considering ensembles, which we found quite eective when dealing with considered problem. We veried that in all considered classes of architectures ensemble of 10 networks achieve very good results of classication classes F as F . Additionally, in some cases they were able to obtain better performance on false alarms (smaller number of such instances).
Obtained results were satisfactory for the industrial partner, ensuring signicant economical savings. While it is not a part of present research, we noticed that obtained architectures and learning procedures can achieve very good results on some other data sets, however due to limited space of this paper, we decided to not present these results here.
In the future research we would like to nd an ecient way to add newly collected observations to already trained network. In predictive maintenance setting, new data is generated every minute and so it is desirable to develop a self-learning model, which does not involve training the whole network. Such algorithms may result in models reaching even better accuracy, being resistant to small changes in the production process.
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